
How to Succeed on Facebook in 2018: 
The Power of Trust and Influence.

By Thomas Moen



I’m going to cover methods, strategies 
and tactics where success is measured 

by sales not reach, likes and 
engagement.



🌈🦄 < 🛍💰



Reality check.



Ads are getting 
more expensive.



Ad rates are growing. 
29% last year. (CNBC)



Google and Facebook account for 
84% of online advertising spend. 

(Financial Times)



At the same time businesses 
are trying to automate 

everything so they don’t 
need to talk to their 

customers.



Businesses are 
too focused on 
social media.



And they don’t have a 
sales funnel in place.



Meaning..



% 
They are still doing 

hope marketing.



These businesses needs 
to do things differently 
to be alive in 5 years..
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I’ve helped thousands of 
businesses succeed over the years.
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Everything I know about 
marketing, I learned from 

working in bar..



The dream.



3 big shifts



Shift #1 

Conversation is the new lead



Shift #2 

Community is the new brand



Shift #3 

Your customer is the hero, you 
are the guide.



What does this mean for you?
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The things working right now.



If you are just 
getting started.



The Facebook 
Pixel.



Your Website Facebook



Your Website Facebook

pixel



Custom Audiences 
Custom Conversions



Tell Facebook what you 
want to happen, and 

Facebook will make more of 
that happen. Easy.



A/B testing.



Always test texts and 
image/video. Always.





I’m usually able to reduce 
conversion price with at 

least 50% within 4 weeks.



Trust the 
algorithm.



Facebook is now much 
better than any other 

marketer.



Don’t mess around with 
targeting and turning things 

on/off too much.



Give Facebook some space 
to do what they’ve best at. 

Data.



If you have some 
experience.



7-11.



This method is the minimum you should have running 
in your business. Your marketing on autopilot.



Facebook Pixel



The basics is to always have a 4 day retargeting 
campaign running.



One for a cold audience, one for a warm audience.







How to do it. 
Use the FB pixel 

Create a custom audience (4 days) 
Run a traffic campaign* 

Target your custom audiences 
Start with €1 a day



If you are super 
f*cking geeky like 

me.



What’s the purpose of marketing?
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Reduce the cost of a sale.



The best way to get people to buy..



Is to make them trust you.



You build a relationship first.



Marketing is about relationships. 



The Jab Jab Method



The next level from 7-11 is to build a relationship with 
your audience before you offer them anything.



Make them trust us before we ask them to buy. 
Earn the right to market.



Gary Vaynerchuk





The Jab Jab method
Before you offer your audience anything to buy, you first 
spend time building a relationship with them by giving 
them more value than the product or service you sell. 

Make them trust you, and earn the right to sell.



VALUE CONTENT - ALWAYS ON

COLD AUDIENCE

ENGAGEMENT CONTENT - 3 DAYS

WARM AUDIENCE

SALES CONTENT - 3 DAYS

HOT AUDIENCE



Phase #1 - THE PRESALE FUNNEL



Phase #2 - THE SALES FUNNEL



You put them into your sales system from the moment 
they step into your world.



Not before you have finished the value content part, 
do you see the sales part of it.
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How to do it 
7/11 method 

Minimum 2 pieces of value content  
Make custom audiences (web+FB+IG+list) 

Create one value content campaign (engagement) 
Create one conversion campaign retarget value content 

Start with €1 per campaign



Messenger bots.



You need to focus on sparking 
meaningful conversations with your 

audience.



What is the single most 
important thing that can help 

you do that right now?



Facebook Messenger.



Over 1.3 billion active users.



Messaging apps are already more 
popular than social media apps.



Remember all the algorithm 
changes in February? 



Mark wants more intimacy, more 
meaningful interactions.



Messenger is 
Facebook’s, 

next Facebook.



You can use your messenger bot to 
send out messages to your followers.



You can also filter and 
automate how to communicate 

with your audience.



66% of consumers prefer to reach 
or be reached by brands via 

messaging over any other 
platform. (Twilio)



By 2020 the average person will 
have more conversations with 
bots than humans. (Gartner)



Messenger will be the 
biggest marketing 

channel within 5 years. 
- Ezra Firestone



Think of messenger as text 
messages and email 

COMBINED.









Sales comes from 3 places
Social Media

Facebook Ads

Email marketing



Sales comes from 3 places
Social Media - ca 30%

Facebook Ads - ca 40%

Email marketing - ca 30%



Ca 0,95% click trough rate



Ca 1,30% click trough rate



6 months ago they started with messenger bots.



Ca 9,80% click trough rate



Email marketing Messenger bot



A messenger subscriber is worth 
5-10 X more than an email.



It will never again be so 
affordable to build a messenger 

structure as right now.



It makes sense.



Engage with the conversation 
your audience is having, where 

they want to have it.



Need more reasons?
Email is crowded. 

People are tired of opting in on a landing page 
It’s much easier to opt in to messenger 

Ads are cheaper because you are inside Facebook 
Completely mobile optimised 

You get REAL data, and more data 
The customer journey can progress faster 

Building a bot is easier then building a web sales funnel



Important. 
Bot’s are for filtering, not for closing 

the sale.



Use bots to spark conversations, and 
to warm up your audience. And when 
it’s natural - jump in and have a real 

conversation.



Use automation to drive REAL 
1:1 conversations.



So where do you start?



Manychat
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The 3 best ways to get 
people into your 
messenger list.



Comment to messenger















Email to messenger















Ad to messenger













5-10 times 
more effective 

then email.
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Jacqueline Kennedy



$35 



$211,000 



200$
@thomasmoen



Over 130 000  units sold
@thomasmoen



26 000 000 $
@thomasmoen



It’s not about 
the products we sell, 

but the stories we tell.
@thomasmoen


